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This research studied expanded polylactic acid cushioning foam and the effect the 
conditioning environment had on its shock absorbing properties.  Polylactic acid, as a polymer, 
has been available since the 1960s.  Only recently has the polymer been adapted to allow 
expanded foaming.  This material’s significance to industry lies in its sustainability.  With global 
awareness at all-time highs, the push for sustainable materials is rising.  The adaptation of PLA 
to EPLA is a result of that push.  This research represents the first of its kind, by characterizing 
EPLA for cushioning and also to study the effects temperature and humidity on the material. 
Samples of EPLA were obtained from Symbra in densities of 3.7 and 2.8 pcf.  To describe 
the material, cushion curves were created for both densities in each of six environmental 
conditions ranging from freezing to tropical.  Data was collected using ASTM D 1596 and 
combined using the stress energy method to create cushioning curves.  The resulting cushion 
curves were then compared using linear regression.  Accelerations, predicted with the created 
cushion curves were also compared. 
Results of linear regression on stress energy equations showed no statistical difference 
between EPLA at six different environmental conditions.  This was true for both 2.8 and 3.7 pcf 
material.   Low correlations for drops 1 and 2 were observed when computing stress energy 
equations.  These low correlations were the result of variability in material performance.  When 
impact pulses were studied, first impact behavior of the material was descriptive of a non-
elastic type cushioning system.  Data from drops 2 though 5 typically appeared descriptive of an 
elastic closed cell cushioning material.  Comparison of predicted drops did show changes in 
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cushion behavior with environmental change.  While some predicted drops ranged in 
acceleration level by over 60% for a specific drop, linear regression showed that the overall 
statistical differences were not significant.   Results of this study indicate that EPLA foam 
behaved inconsistently during first impact and cushioning properties were not statistically 
changed by temperature and humidity.  It should be noted that predicted acceleration levels 
were reported with high percent differences between environments. However, the stress 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
  
Purpose of Cushioning Materials 
   The package designer’s goal is to move a product through the distribution environment at 
or below the acceptable level of damage.  This process can be thought of in six different steps; 
“Define the environment, assess the product fragility, provide product improvement feedback, 
evaluate cushion material performance, design the package system, and test the product 
package system.” (Root).  The hazards that are encountered and the degree of threat those 
hazards pose to a product depend on two things; the fragility of the product and the severity of 
the distribution environment.  When a product is manufactured, or grown in a location other 
than its final destination, it must be transported.  The type of carrier (rail, truck, sea, and/or air) 
and the transportation route dictate the nature and severity of hazards in that distribution 
environment.  Typical hazards include, but are not limited to, temperature and humidity 
fluctuation, “drops which occur during handling, vibration of the transportation vehicle, and 
compressive loads during warehousing” (Root). 
 Hazards in the distribution environment may or may not pose a threat to the product.  A 
highly fragile product may encounter damaging hazards in an environment where a less fragile 
product will see none.   To combat this, designers can redesign a less fragile product, and/or 
provide adequate protective packaging. “In certain instances it will actually be cheaper to make 
the product more rugged rather than put an expensive package around each unit” (Root).  The 
balance between cost for product redesign and cost of implementing or increasing packaging 
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must be considered.   “The role of packaging therefore is to make up the difference between 
what the environment has to offer and what the product can withstand” (Root).  Once the 
fragility of a product and the possible hazards are defined, designers choose their materials and 
designs based on this information.   
There are several aspects of product fragility that designers must take into consideration, 
but the focus of this research is on the shock absorption properties of foamed cushioning 
materials.   Foam cushioning is used to reduce energy transmitted to a product by deforming 
and absorbing energy.  That energy is typically the result of a change in velocity (acceleration) 
from impact.  An impact can be thought of as a sudden change in velocity resulting in a 
deceleration (i.e. an object in free fall suddenly stops when it impacts another object).   The 
cushion material spreads the change in velocity (impact) over a longer time during the 
deformation of the cushioning.   
Designers often refer to a damage boundary curve (DBC) like the one shown in Figure 1   
The damage boundary curve describes product fragility in terms of critical velocity change      
(   ) and critical acceleration () for a particular drop orientation.  According to Burgess the 
DBC shows that when a product is subjected to either of these critical parameters damage or 






Figure 1:  Damage Boundary Curve. 
By absorbing energy, through deformation, cushioning materials help lessen levels of 
velocity change and acceleration or deceleration.   
 
Foamed Cushioning Material  
Foam cushioning can be broken into two categories.  Open cell foam and closed cell 
foam.   As the names imply both types of foam are made of a cellular structure.  The cellular 
structure is the arrangement of the expanded foam material that makes up the body of the 
foam.  The difference between the two relates to the ability of gases or liquids to flow between 
cells.  The most common way to create foam is with the gas infusion method. The process starts 
with raw plastic material in the form of pellets.  These plastic pellets are melted.  A gas is forced 
into the molten plastic under pressure, and the molten plastic is moved to a mold and where 



























increasing the volume of the material. (Burgess,Technical)  The material is allowed to cool and 
the bubbles remain, creating a cellular structure. The process can be visualized as rising bread 
dough.  The yeast in bread creates gases that expand to form pockets in the dough.   These 
expanding pockets or cells stretch the dough into less dense bread.  In plastics this structure 
can form either an open or closed cell foam.  The difference in cell structure of the open and 
closed cell structure can be seen in Figure 2.  The closed cell material clearly appears as a 
cluster of independent cells, while the open cell structure allows movement between the cells.  
Common closed cell foams used in packaging include expanded polystyrene, expanded 
polyethylene and expanded polypropylene.  Expanded polyurethane is an example of open cell 
foam.  
 
Figure 2: Open and Closed Cell Foam.   
 
Closed Cell Foam 
Closed cell foam like those used to make packing peanuts, are made of many individual 
bubbles.  Each bubble is completely sealed, no air can pass from cell to cell.  Because no air can 
escape from the cells the energy absorbed by a closed cell foam is done so largely by the 




a kickball.  Typically closed cell foams are more rigid than open cell foams of the same density 
(Burgess, Technical).   
 
Open Cell Foam 
In open cell foams, like those used in seat cushions, cells are interconnected to create 
an open matrix.  Open cell foams allow air to pass from cell to cell.  These foams can absorb 
liquid or gas into the cell structure.  Open cell foams absorb the energy of impact by deforming 
and causing air flow in the cell matrix.   The viscous drag of air flow through the foam provides 
resistance to compression/deformation (Sims 431-443). The more open the cell structure, the 
less resistance to air flow, and compression of the cushion system.   The resistance of air may 
seem insignificant,but the speed at which the air is forced during an impact creates pressure in 
the cell matrix.  Energy absorption in open cell foams has been referred to as a complex mixture 
of gas flow and pressurization.  (Sims 431-443). 
When open and closed cell foams are compared for cushioning applications, closed cell 
materials are stiffer, more durable and better able to cushion heavier products. (Burgess 
Advanced) This is due to the difference in how the material structures use the air inside their 
cells as mentioned above.  One aspect that can affect the performance of both open and closed 
cell foams is cell size.  While cell size can affect closed cell structures, the influence is much 
greater in open cell materials. When cell sizes in open cell foam are reduced, the pathway for 
air flow is also reduced. This increases the resistance for air flow and stiffens the foam during 
impact.  When the cell size is reduced the number of cells is also increased.  This raises the 
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amount of cell wall surface area and creates a more dense foam.  The increase in density means 
more material must be compressed during an impact which causes the foam to stiffen. (Burgess 
Advanced) Closed cell foams are also affected by cell size but the effects are less than in open 
cell foams.  This is because the energy of impact is absorbed primarily by the trapped air.  A 
decrease in cell size increases the density of closed cell foam and creates more material to be 
compressed but, the primary energy absorber in the system remains the compression of 
trapped air (Burgess Advanced). 
 
Cushion Curves 
To describe shock absorption properties of cushion materials, packaging designers use 
cushion curves.  The ASTM standard on packaging describes cushion curves as being generated 
by dropping weights onto stationary cushion samples from different heights and recording the 
peak acceleration.  ASTM D: 1596 and ASDM D 4168 provide directions for creating cushion 
curves.  A shock cushion curve describes a material in terms of the acceleration transmitted to 
an object falling on that material at different static loads. The static load is defined as the 
weight applied to the cushion through contact area with the cushion and is expressed in pounds 
per square inch (PSI).  It should be noted that the term acceleration is used to describe both 
positive and negative changes in velocity.    
  Increasing or decreasing the surface area while maintaining the same weight will 
increase or decrease the static loading on the cushion.   Likewise an increase or decrease in 
weight, while maintaining constant contact area, will alter static loading.  This can be thought of 
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as a person standing on thin cracking ice.  When standing upright, the weight of the person is 
spread across the area of their feet, by lying down, the area is increased, static load is lowered 
and the force to the ice is less.  This same concept applies to the weight placed on cushioning 
materials. A 20 lb product with a total cushion contact area of 10”x10”x2” would have a static 
load of 2 psi.  By increasing or decreasing the contact area designers can adjust static loading to 
cushion material and predict accelerations(g) levels to a product.  




 “Industry standard cushion curve presentation, plots static stress (weight divided by 
contact area), along the horizontal axis, against peak deceleration, along the vertical axis, for a 
specific drop height and thickness” (Daum 100-103).  Each cushion curve is specific to a certain 
material at that specific drop height and thickness.   By testing a range of static loads, the 
behavior of the material can be described across its working range.  The working range is the 
range static loadings at which the material is best suited for cushioning.  The cushion curve 
describes the relationship between static load(s) drop height (h), cushion thickness (t), and 
peak acceleration (g).  The typical shape of a cushion curve is a U shape.  The U shape of the 
curve is created by the general characteristics of any cushion system.   
 In this U shape three areas of static loading can be observed from left to right on a 
specific cushion curve can be seen in Figure 3.  The first area, to the left of the curve, are low 
static loadings.  Here the product/weight does not produce forces of sufficient magnitude to 
deflect the cushion.  Without deflection the cushion will not absorb energy and in turn, 
provides little or no cushioning.  In this case high accelerations will be recorded.  As static load 
 
increases the second area of the curve is observed.  Here the cushion begins to deflect.  This 
deflection of the cushion absorbs more energy and lowers the acceleration experienced by the 
product.  In this area the cushioning material is working to the best of its ability. The third are
occurs as the curve begins to slope upward.  This represents an increase in both the Gs and the 
static load.  In this area the cushion is beginning to 
impacting the cushion is now moving out of the working range of
range of the material are the static loads between which the material possesses beneficial 
cushion characteristics.  The material is being crushed during impact and results in higher G 
levels.  Packaging designers compare cushio
application, generally selecting a material at or near the 2
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Stress Energy Method 
To create cushion curves, according to ASTM D 1596, a broad range of static loads and 
drop heights representing all three areas outlined above must be tested, alternatively the stress 
energy method can be used.  The stress-energy method relates the variables of a cushion curve 
with a unifying equation based on the ideal gas law.  Because so much of the cushioning 
mechanism in closed cell foam relies heavily on the compression of air the properties of closed 
cell foam can be described with equations related to the ideal gas law.  By looking at the 
variables as dynamic functions, instead of as static values, the behavior of the foam is described 
by a equation instead of a series of graphs. The stress energy equation uses the same test 
variables obtained for a typical cushion curve.  Using the equation, peak accelerations can be 
calculated for any combination of static load, drop height, and thickness.  
 The stress energy method plots dynamic stress versus dynamic energy.  “The stress 
energy method is really about how much energy a cushion can absorb, and the dynamic loading 
on the cushion during the absorption“(Daum, A simplified). It is important to distinguish 
between static stress and dynamic stress.  Static stress is the static load described earlier, 
represented in psi.  Static stress is simply weight resting on a cushion, producing a downward 
force per unit of area. When weight is dropped onto the cushion the downward force is 
increased and referred to as dynamic stress. For example a thin sheet of ice may support the 
weight of a standing human.  This same sheet of ice my break if that person jumps on the ice.  
For a impact on a cushion the dynamic compression is calculated when the cushion reaches its 
maximum compression and the peak acceleration is encountered.  Dynamic stress includes 
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both the static stress and the peak acceleration. Dynamic stress is refers to the peak 
acceleration (G) multiplied by the static loading(s) (Daum 100-103). 
Equation 2: Dynamic Stress = acceleration x static load= Gs 
The dynamic energy is the energy absorbed by the cushion.  It is therefore directly related to 
the height from which the weight is dropped, the thickness of the cushion, and the size of the 
cushion (length x width). The dynamic energy is the weight (w) multiplied by the drop height (h) 
divided by the volume.  This equation can be simplified as a function of static load.  Static 
load(s) is the weight divided by the area of the contact surface.   So the energy can be said to 
equal static load (s) multiplied by drop height (h) divided by thickness (t).  




When dynamic stress is plotted on the vertical axis, and the dynamic energy on the 
horizontal axis a trend line can be applied to derive the stress energy equation, view Figure 4.  
The variables specific to each material in this equation are the A and B variables.  For closed cell 
foams, the use of an exponential trend line has been successful in past work. (Daum 100-103). 
 







Figure 4:  Dynamic stress and energy plotted with example equation listed.  
 
To solve for peak accelerations the equation can be rewritten as: 







With this equation, the user can solve for peak acceleration at any combination of variables.  
This gives designers the ability to predict potential acceleration levels subjected on a product at 



























Effect of Temperature and Humidity on the Physical State of Cushion Material. 
 
Research studying the effects of humidity and temperature on cushioning materials is 
scarce.  Marcondes J. has completed studies on petroleum based foams in different 
environments. To understand the effect of temperature and humidity on a material it is 
important to understand the material and how it reacts to its environment.  It is a well known 
fact that polylactic acid is hydrophobic material.  It degrades using hydrolysis at high temp and 
high humidity.  For this reason humidity is an important factor in this study.  The glass transition 
temperature (Tg) of the Expanded polylactic acid (EPLA) was found to be around 60°C in a DSC 
study completed.  While typical shipping temperatures do not reach the Tg of EPLA, the 
physical properties of the material at freezing and tropical temperatures should be measured 
because they could be quite different from room temperature properties. 
The cushioning behavior of a specific foam material is generally thought to be consistent 
if environmental and testing variables are kept constant.  This concept is what allows designers 
to predict the behavior of a cushion material using cushion curves.  These variables include, but 
are not limited to the static load, thickness, and drop height discussed above.  Other variables 
can also affect the behavior of a cushion, such as environmental variables (temperature and 
humidity) during testing.  In an effort to standardize test results for comparison, testing is 
typically done at 23°C and 50% relative humidity. (Committee D10)  “However, during 
distribution, most shock and vibration events occur under conditions different from those 
which the materials were evaluated” (Hatton, K. Marcondes J, Graham J, Schueneman H).  Past 
studies on temperatures effect on foam cushioning have shown varying results between 
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materials tested. (Marcondes J, Hatton K, Graham J, Schueneman H) In the United States, 
record high temperatures in all fifty states are above 100°F and record low temperatures are all 
below 0°F (April 2010 highs and lows).  This fluctuation in temperature is an environmental 
variable that must be taken into consideration because, “The energy absorbing properties of a 
foam material have been found in some instances to be effected by a temperature” (Hatton, K. 
Marcondes J, Graham J, Schueneman H).  Humidity fluctuates between geographic regions and 
with temperature change.  Humidity can affect the moisture content of materials and alter their 
physical characteristics.  This is evident, for example, in a corrugated shipping container.  
Compression test results on corrugated completed on wet materials would be expectedly lower 
than compression testing completed on dry material. 
A common tool used to study temperature and humidity levels is a psychometric chart 
as shown in Figure 5.  When using a psychometric chart it is important to note the difference in 
relative and absolute humidity.  The absolute humidity describes the actual amount of moisture 
in the air, often in units of weight per volume (g/m^3).   “Relative humidity is defined as the 
ratio of the partial pressure of water vapor in a gaseous mixture of air and water vapor to the 
saturated vapor pressure of water at a given temperature.  Relative humidity is expressed as a 




Since water vapor solubility in air is
humidity level at 5°F will have a lower absolute humidity than a 100% 
100°F. Figure 5 shows that moisture holdi
moisture is expected to change the cushion
humidity level of the air must be noted. A higher 
moisture to be transferred to the material when it reaches equilibrium with the surrounding 
environment.    
 As mentioned previously, air plays a 
should be noted, that the results of this study could
and humidity on the properties of air, and not the material alone.  Further research would be 
useful in the areas of cell wall diffusion and the effects of temperature and humidity 
compressibility and viscosity of air.
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: Psychometric Chart (Tennermann) 
 dependent on temperature, a 100% relative 
relative humidity at 
ng capabilities of air increase with temp
ing properties of a material, then the absolute 
absolute humidity would allow for more 
significant role in a foam cushioning system.  It 
 be impacted by the effects of temperature 
 
 




Polylactic acid (PLA) Background  
 
Polylactic acid is derived from renewable resources.  This is not a new concept and there 
are many materials made from natural resources.  An important question to ask when looking 
at a renewable resource is, "Can it be produced in quantities that will keep up with demand?"  
A material made from a non-plentiful but renewable resource could work for an application, 
but if production cannot keep up with demand, the material will be of limited use to industry.  
Also the use of biopolymers must ultimately demonstrate properties that make use of the 
material a cost effective option. 
Polylactic acid (PLA)is a biopolymer that is currently used in industry to produce plastic 
films and foams.  Polylactic acid or PLA is a degradable thermoplastic produced from starch 
crops.  The polymer can be produced from raw materials including corn, wheat, sugar cane, or 
almost any starch-rich product.  While PLA has been around since the 1960s, it has recently 
become more popular due to the demand for sustainable materials and increased availability.  
The fact that PLA is made from natural starch-rich materials that can be grown and harvested is 
what makes this polymer appealing as a sustainable market option.  The fact that PLA performs 
well when compared to its petroleum originated counter parts, has created growth in PLA 
usage. 
Polylactic acid was first made in 1932 by Wallace Carothers, working for Dupont. 
Carothers was experimenting with the molecular weight of fiber material for non-woven 
applications (Woodings, C.).  Carothers originally rejected PLA due to its low melting point and 
went on to create nylon.  In 1954, after refining the PLA process, Dupont patented the 
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Carothers process for making PLA (Balkcom, B. Welt, B. Berger, K.).  A time line is provided 
below to show the advancements made with PLA over the last several years. 
 
Table 1: Timeline for advancements in PLA processing. (Forcinio H) 
1997 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
Cargill and Dow 





Cargill Dow starts 
up a 300 million 
pound/year PLA 
production facility 
in Blair, NE. 
The first North 













layer PLA film.  
Biota debuts the 
world’s first 
bottled water in 














IA, launches milk 












For many years the high cost of production limited the use of the material to medical 
grade sutures, implants, and controlled drug release applications.  In 1987, Cargill Incorporated 
started extensively developing PLA.  Cargill eventually joined forces with Dow Chemical 
Company, Inc. and formed Cargill Dow Polymers LLC (CDP) to produce PLA resin under the trade 
name Natureworks PLA.  To date, Natureworks is the largest producer of PLA resin with 
capabilities of 300 million pounds per year (Balkcom, B. Welt, B. Berger, K.).  While early 
applications were fibers and medical components, the mass production of PLA has lowered 
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prices and opened the door for pioneering research in packaging.  “PLA is being used in candy 
wrap, optically enhanced films, and shrink labels.  It’s also showing up as the sealant layer in 
form-fill-seal co-extrusions.” (Leaversuch, R.)  PLA grades are available from Natureworks for 
thermoforming, injection molding, and heat resistant films.  The polymer is also extruded and 
expanded into foams that are currently used for meat packing trays.  Foams of a starch and PLA 
mix are available for use as loose fill dunnage.  The newest area of research involving PLA is in 
expanded foam.  While PLA plastics, films and fibers have been available for years, PLA based 
foams are emerging as a new market for PLA. 
 
Raw Materials 
Commercial suppliers market the PLA resin as a specialty material to consumers who 
want to have a sustainable product.  Companies are noticing consumer interest and acceptance 
in use of plastic packaging from renewable resources. (FAQs Answers).  The raw materials 
involved in producing PLA are typically the most readily available starch rich crop.  In the United 
States corn is the largest material used in the production of PLA.  The material can also be made 
from wheat, sugar cane, or almost any starch-rich product. “Cargill Dow is also working to 
develop new conversion technologies to facilitate the use of lignocellulosic biomass feedstock, 
such as corn stover (the residue left in the field), grasses, wheat and rice straws, and bagasse 
(the residue of sugar cane production).” (Vink, E. Rabago, K. Glassner, D. Gruber) The true raw 
material behind the production of PLA is dextrose.  Dextrose is produced from the starch rich 
crops and fermented into the lactic acid in polylactic acid.  Dextrose can be extracted from any 
starch rich food source.  The factor that makes a good raw material for PLA is the amount of 
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starch that can be extracted.  About 2.5lbs of corn is required to make one pound of PLA resin 
(Balkcom, B. Welt, B. Berger, K). 
Starch based polymers, cellophane, and polyester polymers are the main competitive 
materials for PLA.  PLA already represents 32% of the entire biodegradable and compostable 
polymer market.  Cargill Dow’s application specialist Nicole Whiteman reports that “Freedom to 
modify properties is broad” (Leaversuch, R). 
 
Technical Data for Current Uses. 
A DSC study of PLA showed its glass transition temperature to be 61.8 ºC.  The specific 
heat was .51 J/(gºC). The melting temp for the semi crystalline PLA was found to be 75ºC (Cao 
X, A. Mohamed, S.H. Gordon, J.L. Willett, D.J Sessa).  PLA Films are in the high density and high 
price range spectrum of the clear film polymers.  PLA properties are “in the same league as 
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), OPS, and Cellophane” in terms of 
clarity and gloss (Leaversuch R).  Table 2 shows the haze of PLA to be 2.1% which matches other 
top contenders for high-clarity packaging.  The high stiffness of PLA can be seen in the tensile 









Table 2. Properties of Biaxially Oriented Films (Leaversuch, R.) 
  PLA PP PET NYLON Cellophane 
Density g/cc 1.25 0.9 1.4 1.2 1.45 
Haze % 2.1 1—4 2--5 2--3 1--2 
Tenile Mod. psi MD 478500 34800 551000 264625 594500 
Tensile Str. psi MD 15950 27550 29725 36250 13050 
ULT Elongation % MD 160 110 140 125 23 
Elmendorf Tear 15 4—6 18 13 4 
 
Polylactic acid (PLA) behaves similarly to polyethylene terephthalate (PET) in orienting 
equipment.  A typical stretch ratio for PLA is between 9:1 to 16:1 depending on resin grade.  
Cargill has stated that BOPLA films can generally be run on PET orientation equipment without 
hardware modification (Leaversuch, R). PLA has also been run with success on modified 
biaxially oriented polypropylene (BOPP) equipment. Typically BOPP stretch ratios are much 
higher, but DMT Americas, an orientation equipment manufacturer has equipment that is 
reported to run either BOPP or BOPLA (Leaversuch, R). 
Figure 6 below, shows twist and deadfold-angle retention properties of several films 
including biaxially oriented PLA film.   Of the compared materials, PLA had the highest deadfold 
retention with a angle of retention at least 20% higher. This is one reason for the interest in PLA 
films being high among makers of candy twist wrap, multi-layer FFS structures(cereal and 
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bakery wraps), and shrink films. In candy wrap applications printing is often important.  BOPLA 
is a polar material with a natural surface energy of 38 dynes/cm2.  This leads the BOPLA to 
accept a broad range of inks with or without corona or flame treatment. (Leaversuch, R)  PLA 
seals well at high line speeds and offers high hot-tack strength.  PLA offers a good flavor and 
aroma barrier, and if used as a inner layer could minimize scalping while achieving seal.  
 
Figure 6: Twist and Deadfold retention properties of oriented films. 
(Leaversuch R) 
 
Rigid PLA packaging is also available in the form of thermoformed and blow molded rigid 
containers. For clear clamshells and cups, the more amorphous grades, high in the “D” lactide 
are used. For opaque applications such as food-service ware the more crystalline grades, high in 
“L” lactide are used.  PLA resin studies are showing very positive results for standard reheat 






















Twist and Deadfold Retention 




substitute for PET in this application.  The material has been reported to exhibit excellent 
optics, high stiffness, and good flavor and aroma retention. (Leaversuch R) 
 
Table 3: Barrier Performance of Clear Resins (Leaversuch R) 
Polymer MVTR 
Oxygen 
Permeation CO2 Permeation 
PLA 21 40 183 
HIPS 10 300-400 NA 
Nylon 6 23 3 NA 
PET 1 3--6 15--25 
PP 0.7 150 Na 
PVC 2 5--20 20--50 
g-mil/100 in.2-day. Bcc-mil/100 in.2-day-atm 
 
Table 3 shows that transmission rates are fairly high for all three areas tested. PLA water-vapor 
transmission rate is the second highest of those test falling high above PET, PP, and PVC.   PLA 
oxygen barrier properties are poor when compared to others and have restricted the material 
to use in short shelf life applications.  Efforts are being made to improve the moisture and gas-
barrier properties if PLA. Technologies like nanocomposites, aluminum metalizing, and many 





Applications and Properties  
The most readily available PLA resin comes from Natureworks. Natureworks produces 
their polylactic acid polymers in several grades depending on the application and intended use 
of the polymer.  According to the Natureworks web site, types of polylactic acid  available for 
packaging purposes are:  PLA polymers 4041D, 4031D, 1100D, and 2000D.  Polymer 4041D is a 
film grade used for general purposes.  It is biaxially oriented and is stable at temperatures up to 
130 ° C (Balkcom, B. Welt, B. Berger, K). Polymer 4031D is also a biaxially oriented film that can 
be used in higher temperature applications (up to 150°C).  The 4041D and 4031D polymers are 
supplied in common pellet form, are compatible with most conventional extruders, and have 
good machinability properties (Balkcom, B. Welt, B. Berger, K).  The films provide excellent 
dead fold and twist properties for wrap applications. 4041D and 4031D also have excellent 
optical properties, so clear packaging is an option with this film (Balkcom, B. Welt, B. Berger, K).   
Polymer 1100D is a thermoplastic resin designed for extrusion coating onto paper.  The 
applications for this material are items such as frozen food boxes, hot and cold drinking cups, 
and liquid food packaging.  1100D can be used with conventional coating equipment at lower 
temperatures than polyethylene coatings.  Heat sealing is also obtainable with 1100D.  Using 
typical equipment, paper and paperboard that have been coated with the polymer are heat 
sealable (Balkcom, B. Welt, B. Berger, K).  This could have great implications in the frozen foods 
and paper carton drink markets as the price of PLA resin drops.  For extrusion and 
thermoforming applications, 2000D is offered.  This thermoplastic resin can be extruded into a 
clear sheet and has several potential markets.  The PLA resin can be used for dairy containers, 
food service ware, transparent food containers, blister packs, and cold drink cups.  Similar to 
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the other resin options 2000D is process able with conventional equipment and techniques.  
Two new additions to the polymer grades are Natureworks 4060D and 4050D.  4060D is 
tailored for use as the sealant in multi-layered structures.  According to the Natureworks 
website 4050D has been modified to be used as a pressure-sensitive bottle label.  PLA foams 
are being developed that nearly match the physical properties of the widely used expanded 
polystyrene.  In Europe, food trays and meat trays are currently being produced with PLA in 
industry.  PLA based clear cups are sold as an alternative to PET cups.  Cups produced by Eco-
products’ have the same appearance and texture as a PET cup but are produced from PLA.  PLA 
can also be used in candy wrappers and even used to make fibers.  PLA is an extremely versatile 
polymer.  The availability of the D-lactide monomer has opened the polymer for many new 
applications like injection molding small parts, high heat fibers, and microwavable 
thermoformed trays and now beaded foam cushioning.  The D-lactide is discussed in the 
production section of the literature review. 
  Synbra is a company which specializes in expanded polystyrene (EPS).  The company 
has modified their expanded polystyrene equipment to handle EPLA. Synbra has tested, with 
success, foaming the PLA with CO2 as blowing agent. Synbra also modified its existing EPS 
shape-molding equipment to handle the EPLA. Synbra plans to have an 11 million-lb/yr semi-
works PLA reactor running by late 2009.  With the success of the project Synbra plans to build a 
full 100-million-lb/yr PLA plant.  In the past PLA couldn’t be used for expanded bead foam 
because it was too brittle and too heat-sensitive for the reheating and expansion of shape 
molding (Schut h).  Synbra has used a stereocomplex with the new D-lactide to avoid these 
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problems.  Currently this is the only EPLA available if tested successfully it will be the only EPLA 
available commercially. 
 
Cost of PLA 
Depending upon the application, cost of manufacturing with PLA is similar to that of 
typical petroleum based polymers.( FAQs Answers)   In extruding films and foams, the 
machinery is identical to that of a normal petroleum based polymers with exception of the 
extrusion screws and mechanical adjustments.  Extruding or processing the PLA resin is 
comparable to PS resin in energy consumed during extrusion. (FAQs Answers)  The polymer 
arrives in pellet form and is processed much the same as its petroleum based competitors. 
The Market for PLA 
The market for biodegradable & compostable materials is large.  In 2007 the total 
demand reached 258 million pounds of biodegradable & compostable plastics.  Of that, 32% 
was a demand for PLA plastics ( Figure 7).  In the United States alone there was a demand for 
about 90 million pounds of PLA in 2007.  (FYI Charts) 
 
 
Figure 7: US demand for biodegradable & compostable 
 
Other sources say the demand for degradable plastics in the United States is forecasted to 
expand nearly 12 percent per year through 2012.  This 
than estimated in Graph1 at 720 million pounds in 2012. (
 
Production of PLA 
 
Production begins with the 
The lactic acid is then converted to a lactide monomer.  Thi
into the polymer polylactic acid.  
harvested the corn is moved to a mill where the starches are
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bacterial fermentation of corn starch to produce lactic acid.  
s lactide monomer is 
The staple crop currently used to produce PLA is corn.  Once 














point the starch can be converted to dextrose via hydrolysis using enzymes.  The dextrose is 
fermented and purified to yield lactic acid.  
The next step is to make lactide from the lactic acid.  There are two methods to produce 
lactide from the Lactic acid monomer (Green, R. Kunnemann, D).  The lactic acid can go through 
direct condensation polymerization or ring opening condensation.  In the case of direct 
condensation polymerization water byproduct is removed by condensation and the use of a 
solvent under high vacuum and temperature. Due to the presence of water and impurities this 
method produces only low to intermediate molecular weight polymers (Green, R. Kunnemann, 
D).  This method also involves large scale reactors for evaporation and solvent recovery.  
 The leader in production Natureworks uses ring opening polymerization.  In ring 
opening polymerization lactic acid is produced and polymer chains are set to the same size 
through oligomerization.  This process coverts the monomer into an oligomer by dehydration.  
These oligomers are then depolymerized to form a dimer called lactide.  The lactide is the then 
purified to a polymer grade using distillation (Green, R. Kunnemann, D.).  The purity of the 
lactide directly affects the molecular weight.  By fluctuating the purity of the lactide different 
molecular weights can be achieved.  A catalyst is used to open the ring structure of the lactide 





FIGURE 8: Ring opening polymerization of lactide to polylactide 
("Ring-opening polymerization of lactide to polylactide") 
 
Due to the chiral nature of the lactic acid it can produce two types of Lactide.  L-lactide 
and D-lactide.  The lactic acid has four groups attached to a central carbon atom.  Depending on 
the orientation of these four groups different stereoisomers can be created.  These 
stereoisomers have the same molecular formula and sequence of bonded atoms, but have 
different three dimensional orientations (Green, R. Kunnemann, D).  The stereoisomers are “L” 
and “D” or left handed and right handed. “L” referring to the left handed.  “Polymers with high 
L-lactide levels can be used to produce crystalline polymers while the higher-D-lactide materials 
are more amorphous, ideal for heat seal layers with low seal activation temperatures (Green, R. 
Kunnemann, D.). The D and L lactide can be separated before polymerization to produce PLLA 
and PDLA or different % ratios can be combined.  By combining the proper ratio of PLLA and 
PDLA, various characteristics can be achieved.  The properties and characteristics of the PLA 
resin can be changed greatly by altering the molecular weight and the ratio of “L” and “D” 





One of the most appealing properties of PLA is the fact that it is degradable under the 
specific conditions. The biodegradation of PLA is a fairly simple process that relies on hydrolysis 
temperature and metabolism of material by enzymes.  The steps of the degradation can be 
seen in Figure 9.  For degradation to begin, hydrolysis must take place.  The process of 
hydrolysis is a reaction between the polymer and water.  Hydrolysis can be thought of as the 
opposite of condensation. The presence of water cleaves the ester linkages in the polymer. This 
reduces molecular weight and eventually leaves a single lactic acid molecule.  As the process 
continues more single lactic acid molecules are left as products of the hydrolysis.  As more of 
the single lactic acid molecules are separated, the pH of the environment around the process 
will decrease as the acidity increases.  This increase in acidity (decrease in pH) helps to 
accelerate the hydrolysis of the polymer.  Lactic acid molecules left over from this reaction are 
also naturally occurring.  These molecules are able to be metabolized by enzymes in the 






FIGURE 9: Hydrolysis of Polylactic Acid. 
("Hydrolysis and Cleavage of the Easter Linkage ") 
 
 
When talking about degradable materials, it is important to note the difference 
between biodegradable materials and degradable materials.  A material is considered 
biodegradable if it is naturally broken down by microorganisms under suitable conditions.  An 
oxy-degrading material is broken down by ultra-violet light and oxygen.  In a land fill neither 
ultra-violet light nor oxygen are readily available.  
 To be considered biodegradable or degradable, a material made from PLA must pass 
ASTM D6400 or D6868.  These tests are designed to ensure an industry standard for what 
constitutes a degradable material.  The two tests focus on three main factors; 
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 Ability of the product or material to be converted to carbon dioxide by the 
organisms found in a compost pile at an acceptable rate.  
  Ability of the materials to fragment, so that products do not clog the screening 
equipment.  
  Ability of the resulting compost to support plant growth 
 
As with any biodegradable material, PLA does have some draw backs.  In order for the 
biodegradability of PLA to be effective it must be disposed of in the proper composting 
environment.  Without proper PLA recycling/composting facilities, this biodegradable material 
is simply processed with all the other non-bio-material and typically land filled resulting in little 

















Materials and Methods 
 
  The objective of the work completed was to evaluate the cushioning characteristics of 
expanded polylactic acid foam (EPLA) at varying temperatures and humidity levels while 
creating cushioning curves for the material.  To achieve this, stress-energy equations using an 
exponential fit (y=A !) were produced for two densities of EPLA foam at six temperatures 
ranging from -25°C to 40°C. These twelve equations have the ability to create 12 sets of cushion 
curves and describe the performance of 2.7pcf and 3.2 pcf EPLA in six different environments.  
For both densities, the exponential stress energy equation from each environment was 
compared using linear regression to illustrate performance effects caused by the different 
environments.  The temperature levels were chosen using ASTM 4332 as a reference.  The 
relative humidity (RH) levels were chosen in such a way that the effects of temperature and 
humidity could be studied as separate variables or combined to compare environments.  Figure 
10 is a psychometric chart showing this relationship.  The environments chosen were; 
• -13°C,  0%RH 
• 40°C, 90% RH 
• 40°C, 34% RH 
• 40°C,19% RH 
• 23°C, 90% RH, 




 The temperature and humidity combinations of four
chosen to have equal absolute humidity levels.  
tested were an extreme low temperature en
environment which are represented by the stars in Figure 10.  The rectangular relationship 
between the four central environments
characteristics by temperature, moistur
23°C, 90%RH environment and the 40
show on the left axis.  This meant that any cushion performance difference between the 
environments was due to tempe
represented equal absolute humidity levels and thus equal available moisture.  It was important 
to note that when environments are compared
moisture level than relative humidity
comparison.  The low temperature and the high temperature
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10: Psychometric Chart (Tennermann) 
 of the six test environments were 
This relationship can be seen in 
vironment and a high humidity high temperature 
 allowed for the comparison of cushioning 
e level, or a combination of both.  For example the 
°C, 34%RH environment have the same absolute humidity 
rature alone because the difference in relative humidity 
, absolute humidity was a clearer indicator of 
.  Using absolute humidity created a constant scale for 
- high humidity environments 
Figure 10.  Also 
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expanded the testing parameters of temperature and humidity.  This was done to illustrate any 
effects that were present but not shown by the level of temperature and humidity change 
included in the central four environments.                       
 The EPLA foam was provided by Synbra in planks with length, width and height 
dimensions of 11.75”x 11.75” x 1.88”.  Planks were shipped september 2009 DHL air, in a 
corrugate RSC from the Netherlands to South Carolina, USA.  Upon arrival the planks were 
placed in standard conditions until testing was initiated.    
To prepare the test samples, the planks had to be cut to the appropriate size. Planks 
were cut with a Rigid band saw model BS 14002.  All planks were cut into 3.5”x3.5”x1.88” 
samples.  For testing, sample thicknesses of 1”, 1.88” and 2.76” were used.   To make 1” thick 
samples the 1.88” planks were cut down to 1”. The excess was saved and 3M spray adhesive 
was used to combine the 1.88” samples to make the 2.76” samples.  A table of sample sizes and 
energy levels tested is located in appendix E. 
 Each cushion curve required 15 samples.  Two densities were tested in six 
environments for a total of 90 samples per density.   Several extra samples of each size for both 
densities were made in case samples were damaged or somehow rendered non testable.   
The Stress-Energy method was used to describe the cushion properties of the EPLA 
material.  Past research has shown that a minimum of 3 energy levels and 5 samples per energy 
level should be tested to accurately describe a material using the Stress-Energy method. 
(Marcondes J, Hatton K, Graham J, Schueneman H) Within each energy level all three 
thicknesses of EPLA foam were tested.  Because each energy level was tested with 5 samples 
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only 2 of the 3 thicknesses were tested twice in each energy level.  For example test samples for 
a specific energy level could have been 1”, 1”, 1.88” 1.88”and 2.76”.  To ensure randomization 
the samples thicknesses that were tested twice within each energy level were chosen 
randomly.  Samples were accurately weighed, measured and labeled before testing.  The 
energy levels chosen for testing were 25, 37 and 49 in-lb/in
3
.  These levels were used because 
they encompassed the working range of both densities of foam and allowed for more 
comparison by providing identical drops between the two densities.  The working range of a 
foam includes the static loads between which the material provides its optimum cushioning.  
On a cushion curve the working range is represented by the middle section of the U shape 
where lower acceleration levels are recorded.  Each sample received 5 impacts. The weights 
and drop heights varied depending on energy level and thickness of material.  For each drop, 
the independent variables static load (s), height (h), and thickness (t), and the dependent 
variable acceleration  (G) were recorded.   
Before testing was started the samples were conditioned in their respective 
environment for 72 hours in compliance with ASTM D-4332.  Because EPLA had never been 
tested before several preliminary tests were performed to ensure ASTM standards were 
adequate and also to observe material characteristics.  A summary of preliminary testing and 
results have been included in this report in appendix A.  To condition samples for testing 
environmental chambers were used.  The internal temperature and relative humidity was 
observed during trial runs, before testing began.  Results of this validation can be found with 
the preliminary summary in appendix A.     
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Rapid sample temperature change occurred when samples were removed from the 
chambers to be tested.  To minimize this effect, sample testing was started within 30 seconds 
of leaving the chamber.  Before testing, each individual sample was weighed and measured.   
Length width and height were measured three times each and averaged.  This was important 
because the length width and height were used to calculate density and surface area for static 
load calculations, which directly affect the recorded dynamic stress.  
 
Statistics  
 Linear regression analysis was used to compare stress energy equation created from 
material in different environments. Before comparison, all cushion curves were set to a drop 
height of 20” and a thickness of 2”.   As described in the literature review, each cushion curve 
contains five curves representing the material’s behavior at each of the five drops.  The 
individual curves are derived from exponential stress energy equations.    To perform the linear 
regression these exponential equations were made linear and their slopes and y intercepts 
compared.  Regression was used to compare all sequentially equivalent drops between the six 
environments for both densities.    The general linear model is listed below. 
Equation 5: $ % &' (  &)*) ( &+*+ (. . (&-.- 
 In the model &' represents the intercept of the line for environment one.  &) represents 
the slope of the line for environment one.  &+represents the difference in slopes between 
environment one and two (Mendenhall, and Sincich 173-174).  This equation was expanded to 
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include the slopes and intercepts of the linear stress energy equations using SAS software.  If 
the p-values reported from the SAS software were larger than 0.05 then no statistical difference 
was reported for both slope and y intercept of the stress energy equations.  
 
 
 Cushion Testing  
 
 
Figure 11: Lansmont Cushion tester model 23c serial number 13490. 
 
 Cushion testing was carried out on a Lansmont Cushion tester, model 23c serial number 
13490.  The cushion tester operated by dropping a weighted platen guided by two vertical steel 
rods onto a sample.  This apparatus is pictured in Figure 11.  The platen was fitted with a PCB 
piezotronics shear accelerometer model 353 b15 serial number 80368.  The forces exerted to 
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the platen during the impact were detected by the accelerometer and analyzed with GHI 
WinCAT version 2.8.1 data acquisition software.  After the rebound from the initial impact, 
automatic brakes stop the platen from impacting the foam again. The testing system used was 
referenced from and in compliance with ASTM D-1596.  It is important to note that when 
setting the drop height of the platen the equivalent freefall drop height (EFFDH) had to be 
calculated and used.  Because the platen travels along guide rods it falls more slowly than a true 
free fall due to friction.  This meant that recreating a 20” freefall drop required the platen to be 
dropped from a higher height than 20” to have an impact velocity equal to that of a 20” drop.  
The impact velocity of the platen was recorded with Lansmont Test Partner Velocity Sensor 
software version 2.0.1 and calculated EFFDH automatically using equation 6.  The velocity 
sensor can be seen in figure 12.    Where equivalent free fall drop height = eqh  , the impact 
velocity= iV  and gravity = g. 












Figure 12: Velocity sensor gate  
 
Figure 13: Weighted platen and accelerometer 
The GHI WinCAT version 2.8.1 software captured the impact as a pulse like the one 
shown in Figure 14.  The x axis represents time and the y axis represents deceleration.  The 
peak of the pulse represents the point when maximum deceleration was encountered.  During 
a drop the platen may encounter high frequency vibrations from the friction of the guide rods, 
the release mechanism, and other mechanical structures of test equipment.  These other inputs 
are much higher in frequency than the frequency of an impact. They appear in the pulse shape 
and are referred to as “noise”.  Depending on the frequency and amplitude of the noise, the 
effect on the impact pulse shape can be minimal or extreme.  Because the noise in a pulse can 
greatly reduce accuracy of a deceleration reading it must be removed.  This is referred to as 




is referred to as a “low-pass” filter(Kipp).  The filtered pulse has a smoother shape as can be 
seen in Figure 14.  
 
 
Figure 14: Unfiltered and Filtered pulses (Kipp) 
 
 GHI WinCAT software has an auto filter but this function was not used. The filtering 
frequency was calculated for each drop and entered into the WinCAT software.  To calculate 
the filter frequency for a drop the pulse duration must be found.  Typically the duration is 
measured between the points at 10% of the pulse duration(Kipp). This can be seen in Figure: 
15.     Equation: 7 was used to calculate the filtering frequency   where fF is the filter frequency 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 The objective of this study was to determine the effects of temperature and humidity on 
the cushioning characteristics of EPLA foam.  Linear regression performed on the stress energy 
equations showed no statistical difference in curves produced in different environments.  
Several low correlations were recorded when computing stress energy equations showing large 
variations in material performance.  This was especially true for first drop data.  Predicted 
second drop G levels, compared across the environments tested, did show percent differences.   
Overall the 3.7pcf EPLA material had higher percent differences between predicted values than 
the 2.8pcf material.  This indicated that the higher density material was affected more by the 
change in environments but the effects were not statistically significant.   
    
Regression Analysis and Supporting Tests    
Results of the linear regression showed no statistical difference between EPLA cushion 
curves created in six different environmental conditions.  This was true for both 2.8 and 3.7 pcf 
material.  Linear regression performed on curves predicting 20’’drops showed that sequentially 
equivalent curves were statically independent from their environmental conditions for both 
densities.  This is represented in Tables 4 and 5.  Any drop from another environment 
statistically different from the environments on the left would be listed in the chart cells.  For 
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example if freezer drop 1 was statistically different from a drop 1 in any other environment, 
that differing environment would be listed in the Drop 1 cell.  First drops were only compared 
to other first drops, second drops were only compared to second drops and so on. The word 
“none” indicates no statistical differences for corresponding drops in the other test conditions.  
 
 
Table 4: Statistical between EPLA performance at different environmental conditions for 2.8pcf 
material. 
List of environments with statistical differences.  
2.8pcf Drop 1  Drop 2 Drop 3 Drop 4 Drop 5 
Freezer None None None None None 
40°C 90%RH None None None None None 
40°C 34%RH None None None None None 
40°C 19%RH None None None None None 
23°C 90%RH None None None None None 














Table 5: Statistical Differences between Environmental Conditions for 3.7 pcf material. 
                                 List of environments with statistical differences. 
3.7pcf Drop 1  Drop 2 Drop 3 Drop 4 Drop 5 
Freezer None None None None None 
40°C 90%RH None None None None None 
40°C 34%RH None None None None None 
40°C 19%RH None None None None None 
23°C 90%RH None None None None None 
23°C 50%RH None None None None None 
 
 
 The lack of environmental effect on EPLA was supported by DSC test results.  These test 
results can be seen in Figure 16.  The DSC test showed that the glass transition (Tg) 
temperature was above the temperatures tested.  At the glass transition temperature the 
polylactic acid molecules would begin to loosen and the material’s molecular structure would 
become more open.  Because the Tg temperature was not reached, the polylactic acid’s 
molecular structure was not altered by test temperatures.  A detailed description of the DSC 
results is located in appendix C.  The hydrophobic behavior of PLA at test temperatures also 
supported the lack of effect recorded due to humidity levels.  Studying effects of humidity level 
on a hydrophobic material was performed due to EPLA being a degradable material.  Because 
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PLA is degraded through hydrolysis, the stability of the material in high humidity conditions 
required study.      
 
Figure 16: Results of DSC test on EPLA.  (Black arrow represents Tg. Temperatures tested were 




Several low correlations were observed when computing stress energy equations.  They 
can be seen in Tables 6 and 7.  This was especially true for first drop data where R squared 
values ranged from 0.01 to 0.45.  It was noted that R squared values increased after first drops, 
indicating a change in cushion dynamics of the cell structure after drop one.  For instance the 
correlation levels of drop one for the freezer were 0.01.  This shows correlation between the 
exponential trend line and the data being predicted.  Linear and polynomial trends were also 





This meant that the stress energy equation went from describing 0.01% of the data to 0.87% of 
the data.  One explanation for this was the possibility that EPLA does not performing as a 
typical closed cell material in the first drop but rather using mechanical deformation of the cell 
structure to absorb impact energy.   
Table 6: R-Squared Values of 2.8 pcf Material 
R Squared Values of 2.8 pcf Material 
2.8pcf Drop 1  Drop 2 Drop 3 Drop 4 Drop 5 
Freezer 0.01 0.87 0.83 0.76 0.69 
40°C 90%RH 0.14 0.91 0.92 0.96 0.93 
40°C 34%RH 0.40 0.98 0.99 0.97 0.95 
40°C 19%RH 0.13 0.92 0.91 0.95 0.96 
23°C 90%RH 0.45 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.94 
23°C 50%RH 0.02 0.91 0.93 0.88 0.87 
 
 Second drop correlations for the 3.7pcf density were lower than the 2.8pcf second drop 
correlations  This indicated that the change in cushioning dynamics required more drops to 
occur in the higher density material than in the lower density material.  This is supported by the 
idea that the higher density material has more mass per unit of volume and thus will require 
more input to get equivalent results.    This trend was also seen in the 3.7pcf density freezer 
correlations.  The lower correlations supported the idea that the frozen material was stiffer not 




Table 7: R-Squared Values of 3.7 pcf Material 
R Squared Values of 3.7 pcf Material 
3.7pcf Drop 1  Drop 2 Drop 3 Drop 4 Drop 5 
Freezer 0.19 0.46 0.76 0.71 0.73 
40°C90%RH 0.15 0.93 0.93 0.96 0.97 
40°C34%RH 0.17 0.73 0.91 0.90 0.87 
40°C19%RH 0.18 0.59 0.88 0.94 0.95 
23°C90%RH 0.23 0.82 0.92 0.89 0.92 
23°C50%RH 0.01 0.77 0.86 0.90 0.87 
 
 
Low correlations were attributed to the material having variable performance 
characteristics and impact induced sample damage during testing.  About 20% of samples 
tested, experienced damage during the five drop sequence and most of those saw damage 
after the first drop.  Damage was considered a reduction in sample volume from separation of 
material.  An example of typical damage can be seen in Figure 17.  The damages seen in Figure 
17 were observed to be representative of the material behavior and showed the brittle 
characteristics of EPLA.  This damage supported that the cushioning system was buckling and 
breaking during first impacts.  The damage also correlated with the trapezoidal pulse shapes 
seen in figure 20.  
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Figure 17: Example of 3.5”x3.5”x1.88” sample damaged during testing. 
 
 The data collected for drops 2 through 5 was used to create stress vs. energy plots and 
cushion curves yielding typical U shaped trends.  First drop data showed differences in the 
stress vs. energy and cushion curves.  A linear relationship for drop one data can be seen in the 
example stress energy graph below (Figure 18).   This graph is representative of the general first 
drop behavior for all samples tested. The diamond shape data points in the stress energy graph 
represent the first drop data.  These points show a different relationship between stress and 
energy when compared to the other drop data.  This graph is descriptive of a cushion that felt 
no increase in stress when the energy of impact was increased.  This is an area of concern 
because that relationship does not follow the general behavior of foam cushioning.  The typical 
behavior of a foam is to decrease acceleration levels as static load is increased to a certain 
point, then accretions should start to increase. This is represented by the U shape of cushion 
curves. The relationship described shows a material that never bottoms out. Further research 
on first drops of EPLA would help understand if this linear relationship is caused by the data 









Figure 18: Example of Strees vs. Energy graph with an example eqaution 
and R squared values. 
 
 
The cushion curve in Figure 19 shows the linear behavior for first drops at high static 
loadings.  When static loads were predicted well above normal levels (up to 15psi), first drop 
data continued this linear behavior, never following the U shape trend typical of cushioning 
materials.   This translates to first drop accelerations that never increased with infinite increase 
in static load which is not descriptive of foam cushioning.  This indicates, first drop behavior of 
Equation for Drop 2 data 
y = 79.5409e0.0068x
R² = 0.1445
















Figure 19: Example predictive cushion curve for a 20” drop onto a 2” thick cushion. 
 
  First impact behavior of the material did appear descriptive of a non elastic type 
cushioning system.  This behavioral description was supported by observing pulse shapes and 
cell wall damage under the microscope.  The stress energy method used to create the cushion 
curves in this experiment has only been well documented on closed cell materials.  If first drop 
impacts were not behaving like closed cell foam the use of curve fitting to describe those drops 
may not be representative of the materials’ true behavior.   Further research on the 
characteristics of the stress energy method when used on non-closed cell foams would be 
beneficial.  






















   
 
                       
Figure 20:  First drop pulses illustrating the trapezoidal shape seen 
 only in first impacts. 
 
 
The pulse shapes in Figure 20 are taken from first drop impacts.  The trapezoidal pulse 
shape is representative of a crushing and buckling or non-elastic cushioning system based on 
the constant deceleration.. The trapezoidal shape represents this constant deceleration over 
time.  This indicates during 1
st
 drops, mechanical failure of the cell structure could be 
responsible for energy absorption.  This trapezoidal shape was only seen in 1
st
 drops. The 
damage seen in figure 17 supports this.  Second through fifth drop pulses appeared to have a 
more elastic shape like the ones shown in Figure 15 in the materials and methods.  In pulses 
seen for drops 2 through 5 the deceleration increases with time as the foam is compressed, 
visible as a peak, opposed to a flat plateau in the trapezoidal pulse.  As the foam was 
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compressed it became stiffer, thus causing faster deceleration. This was described by the peak 
shapes seen in drops 2 through 5 and is representative of an elastic cushioning system.   
The microscopic study showed cell walls and cell shape were dramatically altered and 
damaged after the first impacts.  Photos of the cell structure under magnification can be seen in 
the appendices.  
 
Comparison of Predicted Acceleration Levels 
 
Predicted G levels of 2
nd
 drops from 20” drops onto 2” thick foam were observed for 
each density at two static loads per density.  The drop height and thickness were chosen 
because they represented data in the lower region of the U shape in the cushion curves. This 
area of the curve describes the material when it is being exercised but not when it is bottoming 
out.  The comparisons showed a greater average percent difference in the 3.8 pcf material.  The 
higher average percent difference occurred in the higher density samples which by nature had 
more material per square inch to be affected by environmental conditions.  This supports the 
idea that PLA properties may be affected by temperature but not to a level of statistical 







Table 8: Percent difference in Predicted G levels for 2.8 pcf 
EPLA at a Static Load of 1.5psi. 
 
Percent Difference of Predicted G Values from a 20" drop and 2" Thickness at a Static 












Freezer NA 4.88070893         
40°C 
90%RH 4.88 NA         
40°C 
34%RH 1.53 -3.36 #DIV/0! -167.60 #DIV/0!   
40°C 
19%RH 17.31 12.45 15.79 29.33 #DIV/0!   
23°C 
90%RH -12.88 -17.73 -14.40 -30.02 #DIV/0!   
23°C 
50%RH 19.63 14.79 18.12 2.35 32.31 NA 
 
Table 9: Percent Difference in Predicted G Levels for 2.8 pcf 
EPLA at a Static Load of 3psi. 
 
Percent Difference of Predicted G Values from a 20" drop and 2" Thickness at a Static 












Freezer             
40°C 
90%RH 7.44 NA         
40°C 
34%RH 4.38 -3.07 #DIV/0! 76.07 #VALUE!   
40°C 
19%RH 8.81 1.37 4.44 200.00 #VALUE!   
23°C 
90%RH -6.61 -14.03 -10.97 -15.39 #DIV/0!   
23°C 




Table 10: Percent Difference in Predicted G Levels for 3.7pcf EPLA at a Static Load of 1.5psi.  
 
Percent Difference of Predicted G Values from a 20" drop and 2" Thickness at a Static 












Freezer NA #VALUE!         
40°C 
90%RH -60.94 NA         
40°C 
34%RH -20.74 41.50 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!   
40°C 
19%RH -16.33 45.74 4.45 #DIV/0! #DIV/0!   
23°C 
90%RH -30.88 31.54 -10.30 -14.74 #DIV/0!   
23°C 
50%RH -24.81 37.54 -4.12 -8.56 6.19 NA 
 
 
Table 11: Percent Difference in Predicted G Levels for 3.7 pcf EPLA at a Static Load of 3psi. 
Percent Difference of Predicted G Values from a 20" drop and 2" Thickness at a Static 












Freezer             
40°C 
90%RH -37.85           
40°C 
34%RH -11.81 26.33         
40°C 
19%RH -13.80 24.36 -2.00       
23°C 
90%RH -21.16 17.03 -9.41 -7.41     
23°C 







Summary of Conclusions  
 
 Low correlations were observed when computing stress energy equations.  This was 
especially true for first drop data where R squared values ranged from 0.01 to 0.45.  This 
indicated that first drop behavior of EPLA foam was inconsistent and not well described by 
linear, exponential, or polynomial curve fitting.  Drops two through five were consistent and 
well described.  It was noted that R squared values increased after first drops, indicating a 
change in cushion dynamics.   First impact behavior of the material was descriptive of a 
crushing and buckling or non-elastic type of cushioning system.  Drops 2 though 5 data 
appeared descriptive of an elastic closed cell material.  This change in cushioning dynamics was 
supported by the damage and breakage seen after first drops on the ELPA material.    
Results of the linear regression showed no statistical difference between EPLA stress 
energy equations created for six different environmental conditions.  This was true for both 2.8 
and 3.7 pcf material.  Linear regression on stress energy equations compared between 
equivalent drop numbers showed cushioning properties were statically independent from their 
environmental conditions for both densities.  
 Comparison of predicted drops did show changes in cushion behavior with 
environmental change.  While some predicted drops ranged in acceleration level by 60% for a 
specific drop, linear regression showed that the overall statistical differences were not 
significant.  While individual points may have shown high percent differences, when the stress 
energy equations were compared there was no statistical difference.  For example when the 
40°C , 90%RH and the freezer conditions predicted acceleration values were compared, there 
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was a percent difference of 60 between the two predicted values.  However when the 
equations that were used to predict those values were compared no statistical difference was 
found. 
During testing, damage was seen in over 20% of the samples, resulting in breakage of 
the foam sample.  This would raise concern if using EPLA to cushion high cost items.  This could 
also cause problems in the distribution environment from a contamination and shifting 
standpoint.  Breakage was typically seen after the first impact.   If this material were used in 
distribution, EPLA inserts designed to hold items in place could break, allowing products to 
shift.  Broken foam inserts could allow products to shift out of place, or the foam itself could 
move and leave the product with no cushioning at all.  For example, a product that was 
supported and cushioned on four corners with corner caps would be left with an unsupported 
corner if a cap broke apart and moved.   
The effects of temperature and humidity were not statistically significant when 
compared.  However the variability of the EPLA material could have masked any effects seen.  
As a cushion material EPLA does provide cushioning and reduce G levels to a product.  However 
the brittle nature of the material raises concern.  Based on this research, in applications where 
breakage would not create problems such as loose fill material, EPLA could perform well.      
 It was noted that the production process for making the EPLA has the ability to improve 
the bonding of beaded EPLA and decrease the amount of physical breakage.  The PLA polymer 
bonds and foams into a more sturdy material when the material is kept in an amorphous state 
during processing.  It was hypothesized that the PLA used to make the samples tested in this 
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research was in a crystalline state.  A higher state of crystallinity would decrease bond strength 
between foam beads and cause the type of failure seen in this experiment.  Observation of the 
foams performance showed that if the separation issue was eliminated EPLA has potential to be 

















 Repeated identical drops could be compared between environments to study the 
effects on cushioning properties.  If a signal drop scenario was repeated and compared within 
each environment and between environments then a better idea of material variability could 
be gained.  
 A study of the use of the stress energy method on open celled materials would be 
beneficial.  Knowing how the stress energy method describes different types of cushioning 
systems would help future researchers describe situations where cushioning dynamics change 
during testing. 
 A statistical comparison of the predicted cushion curves would be beneficial.  This could 
be done by fitting an equation to the cushion curves and then performing linear regression on 
the cushion curve equations.  This was not performed with the data collected here because too 
many variables were present.  Research in creating a statistical program to compare the 






























Because EPLA is a new material, and little is known about its physical properties three 
preliminary tests were performed to determine density variation within samples, moisture 
absorption, and conditioning time necessary for internal temperatures to reach equilibrium 
with external environmental temperatures.  Initial preliminary testing was performed on 2.2pcf 
and 4.2 pcf material.   It was discovered after testing that the data collected with the 2.2pcf and 
the 4.2 pcf was invalid and the available samples had been exhausted.  Upon this discovery new 
samples were ordered for completion of testing.  The new samples arrived with densities of 2.8 
pcf and 3.7 pcf.    The test results collected with the original samples of 2.2pcf and 4.2pcf for 
moisture absorption, and conditioning time necessary for internal temperatures to reach 
equilibrium with external environmental temperatures was considered representative of the 
new material therefore these tests were not repeated. The density variation testing was 
repeated with the new samples to ensure the sample densities were within the proper range.  
 
Density of samples at a standard temperature and humidity 
 
  The purpose of this test was to ensure that foam samples were within plus or minus 
10% of their labeled density.  The densities of the raw material were taken before any other 
data was recorded to insure that variations were not large enough to affect statistical 
significance. It was also important to be able to compare the level of density variability between 
the two densities of foam. The material was conditioned to the standard ASTM testing 
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conditions of 23°C and 50% RH.  Once at equilibrium the blocks were weighed while still at 
standard test conditions. The blocks were then measured and their volume calculated.  Sample 
masses were recorded and the density was then calculated from the mass and volume 
(Mass/(Length x Width x height) .  This data gives consistent and accurate densities of the foam 
tested. Preconditioning the samples to 23°C and 50% RH was performed to eliminate the 
possibility of error due to water weight from the surrounding environment. 
Equation 8:  (  . 56723/".97967 8 .97967 8 .15767# % 3.78 ) 
 
Moisture absorption of samples at different relative humilities 
 
 The purpose of this test was to define the time required for maximum moisture gain 
from a high humidity and temperature environment.  Separate blocks of foam (5) of each 
density, totaling 10 samples, were used to evaluate moisture absorption.  The samples were 
conditioned to ASTM standard (23°C 50% RH) and weighed before testing.  The blocks were 
then placed in tropical conditions (40°C 90% RH).  Sample weights were recorded every hour for 
the first 5 hours and once every 12 hours after.  This procedure was followed until the weights 
remained consistent or ASTM conditioning time had passed. If consistent weight gain had 
occurred past the ASTM conditioning time, the test was continued. The data represents the 
minimum time required to condition expanded polylactic acid foam material. This also insured 





Evaluating Conditioning time necessary for internal sample temperature to be at equilibrium 
with external environment temperature. 
 
The purpose of this test was to obtain the time required to reach a temperature 
equilibrium throughout the material with the surrounding environment.  The test was 
performed using ASTM 4332 as a reference.  Type T thermocouples were placed in the center of 
the PLA foam samples to record changes in temperature.   This was done by drilling a small hole 
into the foam, inserting a type T thermocouple and cable and securing with a tie wire. Care was  
taken with the tie wire as any metal to metal contact on a thermocouple could alter readings.  
An environmental chamber was set at 104°F (40°C), and, 90% relative humidity and the samples 
were placed into the chamber.  Temperature readings were recorded every 0.001 hours or 
every 3.6 seconds.  Data recording started before the samples were placed into the chamber 
and continued until internal temperatures had reached equilibrium with the temperature of the 
environmental chamber.  Foam densities of 2.2pcf and 4.2pcf were tested. Of each density, 4 











Preliminary Testing Results  
 
Density of samples at a standard temperature and humidity 
 
 The densities of the PLA foam materials proved to be within the industry standard of 
plus or minus 10 %.  The average density for the lower density material was 2.83 pcf and so this 
material is referred to as 2.8 pcf material. The maximum and minimum values of 3.08 pcf and 
2.65 pcf of all samples measured shows the material was within the ±10 % range and was 
adequate for testing. Had this material proved to be out side the ±10% range it would have not 
been used for testing.  










3.67 pcf 2.83 pcf 
  pcf   pcf 
Tile 1 3.63 Tile 1 2.79 
Tile 2 3.55 Tile 2 2.74 
Tile 3 3.69 Tile 3 2.86 
Tile 4 3.68 Tile 4 2.81 
Tile 5 3.81 Tile 5 2.65 
Tile 6 3.68 Tile 6 2.74 
Tile 7 3.70 Tile 7 2.87 
Tile 8 3.95 Tile 8 2.82 
Tile 9 3.54 Tile 9 3.08 
Tile 10 3.51 Tile 10 2.93 
Average 3.67 Average 2.83 
Max 3.95 Max 3.08 
Min 3.51 Min 2.65 
Stdev 0.13 Stdev 0.12 
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The average density for the higher density material was 3.67 and so this material is 
referred to as 3.7 pcf material.  The maximum and minimum recorded density values of 3.95 pcf 
and 3.51 pcf for all samples measured, shows the material was within the ±10 % range and was 
adequate for testing. Had this material proved to be outside the ±10% range it would have not 
been used for testing 
 
Moisture absorption of samples at high relative humidity 
 
 The recorded sample weights for the PLA foam are listed below in tables.    The samples 
did appear to all gain some weight while in the chamber.  However the weight gained was 
minimal.  The largest amount of moisture absorption appeared in the first hour of conditioning 
for both the 2.2 pcf and the 4.2 pcf samples. In twelve hours, the average weight gain for the 
2.2 pcf samples was 0.058 grams. This was lower than the weight gained by the 4.2 pcf samples 
which had a average of 0.32 grams in twelve hours.  From this data the time for the moisture 
absorption to equilibrate was considered to be less than 12 hours. Combining this information 
with prior research conducted, the time for the PLA samples to equilibrate with respect to 








Table 13: Weights of 2.2pcf samples left at 40°C and 90% RH 
  Weights(g) of 2.2pcf samples left at 40 C and 90% RH.  
Hours 0 1 2 3 4 5 12 
Sample 
1 22.72 22.85 22.88 22.91 22.82 22.81 22.85 
Sample 
2 23.67 23.75 23.74 23.75 23.69 23.69 23.71 
Sample 
3 22.68 22.82 22.87 22.76 22.84 22.76 22.74 
Sample 
4 22.99 23.06 23.03 22.97 22.92 22.94 22.97 
Sample 




Table14: Weights of 4.2 pcf samples left at 40°C and 90% RH 
  Weights (g) of 4.2 pcf samples left at 40 C and 90% RH.  
Hours 0 1 2 3 4 5 12 
Sample 
1 29.91 30.04 30.03 30.00 30.00 30.12 30.16 
Sample 
2 31.61 31.78 31.73 31.72 31.64 31.64 31.65 
Sample 
3 29.85 30.05 30.18 30.00 30.04 29.89 30.11 
Sample 
4 29.91 29.93 30.00 30.00 30.07 29.84 30.92 
Sample 









Evaluating conditioning time necessary for internal sample temperature to be at equilibrium 
with external environment temperature 
 
 The PLA samples tested reached their temperature equilibrium in a time of about 30 
minutes.  The typical application for a thermocouple wire is to measure the temperature of the 
surrounding environment. In this case, the surrounding environment was separated from the 
thermocouple by the foam block and the intent was to measure the temperature change of the 
PLA block foam.  Heat had two ways of reaching the center of the foam block, through the foam 
and along the thermocouple wire itself.   Due to the high rate of temperature change in the 
center of the block it was thought that the heat from the environment traveled along the 
thermocouple wire itself and not through the foam. In this case, ten samples were retested. A 
internal temperature of the first sample was taken. Then samples were placed in a 40°C 90%RH 
chamber. Every hour the internal temperature of a new sample was taken by inserting an 
ambient temperature thermocouple into the sample. Multiple samples were used to avoid 
damaging the foam blocks with repeated puncture holes. After retesting equilibrium times 





Figure 21: Rate of Change in Temperature for the 8 PLA foam test blocks 
 
 
Table 15:  Record of weights during retest of evaluating conditioning time necessary for 
equilibrium 
start 30 min 1hour 2 hours 3 hours 4hours 




The densities of the two EPLA foams were found to be 3.7 and 2.8pcf.  Internal sample 
temperatures reach equilibrium with a 40°C environmental chamber in 30 minutes.  Moisture 
absorption appeared to be minimal and virtually nonexistent after 12 hours.  From the data 
collected it was determined that the ASTM testing procedures were adequate for use in 





















3.6sec Intervals Totaling 30 min




































Environmental Chamber Observation 
 
Environmental chambers were used to condition samples at specific temperature and 
humidity levels.  ASTM D 4332 was referenced for testing guidelines.   In an effort to study the 
variability seen in the environmental chambers, temperature and humidity readings were taken 
at several humidity and temperature levels in the onsite environmental chambers every five 
minutes for 12 hours.  The results of this study are shown below.  It should be noted that 
several different chambers were used to produce the environments listed.  The high 
temperature tested was 60°C and the lowest temperature tested was -25°C.  Within these 
temperatures, eight environmental conditions were studied to verify the tolerance at which the 
chambers were operating.  This data is representative of the lab’s ability to create temperature 
and relative humidity levels within the test parameters.  
  Equipment used included; 
 -Lab VIEW Signal express 3.0 software 
              - DIAdem 11 software 
-2 National Instruments 4 channel USB-9211 24-Bit Thermocouple input module for 
windows.  
-Eight three meter type T thermocouples. 
-Blue M programmable oven 
-Stand alone PCB environmental chamber  
-Walk in PCB environmental chamber  











Table 16: Summary of temperature and humidity data for Desert temperature. 
Desert Temp 
  Temp °C RH% 
Average  59.18 12.84 
STDEV 0.15 0.23 
Max 59.49 13.00 
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Table 17: Summary of tropic temperature and high humidity. 
Tropic Temp High Humidity  
  Temp °C RH% 
Average  39.63 84.46 
STDEV 0.00 0.14 
Max 39.63 84.50 
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Table 18: Summary of temperature and humidity for tropic temperature and standard 
humidity. 
Tropic Temp Standard Humidity  
  Temp °C RH% 
Average  39.28 50.14 
STDEV 0.08 0.23 
Max 39.30 50.50 
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Table 19: Summary of tropic temperature and low humidity 
Tropic Temp Low Humidity  
  Temp °C RH% 
Average  39.30 26.00 
STDEV 0.00 0.00 
Max 39.30 26.00 
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Figure 26: Validation of stand alone in PCB environmental chamber at standard 




Table 20: Summary of temperature and humidity data at standard temperature and high 
humidity. 
Standard Temp High Humidity  
  Temp °C RH% 
Average  24.23 84.62 
STDEV 0.15 0.24 
Max 24.31 85.00 
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Figure 27: Validation of stand alone PCB environmental chamber at standard 
temperature and humidity. 
 
 
Table 21: Summary of temperature and humidity data for standard temperature and 
humidity. 
Standard Temp Standard 
Humidity  
  Temp °C RH% 
Average  19.98 49.41 
STDEV 0.03 0.19 
Max 20.32 49.50 
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Table 22: Summary of temperature and humidity data for refrigerated temperature. 
Refrigerated Temp 
  Temp °C RH% 
Average  1.41 15.23 
STDEV 0.94 1.64 
Max 3.00 22.50 




























































Table 23: Summary of temperature and humidity data for freezer temperature. 
Freezer Temp 
  Temp °C 

















































































Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
 
The DSC for the EPLA is shown below.   The test consisted of two cycles ramping from 0 
to 200°C at 10 degrees C per minute.  The system started at 0°C and ramped up to 200°C at 10 
degrees per minute, cooled from 200°C back down to 0°C and then ramped back up to 200°C.  
 Results of the study showed a Glass transition temperature of approximately 60°C and 
crystallization peak of approximately 130°C.  The first cycle on the DSC shows the processed 
material properties.  The second shows the natural material properties.  The processed material 
properties are different than the natural material properties because the material is 
molecularly altered in processing.   From the test results it was concluded that during the 
foaming process, the PLA was heated to an amorphous state and cooled slowly so the material 
was able to form crystals.  In the first heating cycle on the DSC you will not see a crystallization 
peak, this is due to the foaming process allowing the formation of crystals.  During the first 
heating cycle the material is heated to melting and then cooled.  This rate cooling of 10°C/min 
did not allow the crystalline regions of the PLA structure to form.  The second heat cycle 


















Glass Transition  
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To observe cell structure under magnification a Nikon Optihot microscope was used.  
The microscope was linked to a video micro scanner and also to a laptop so images could be 
saved.  It is important to note that all the figures are shown with an objective lens of 10X.  The 
gap between the vertical lines in the images represents twenty-five microns or one thousandth 
of an inch. Difference in cell size between figures is to scale.  Images are all from the same 1.88” 
x 3.5” x 3.5” sample. Images were taken of small slices of the foam before any impacts and after 
each of the five drops. It is important to note that each section of sample was taken from a 
different area of the block.  These images are intended to show examples of cell structure.  
Further testing would be required to compile images truly representative of the material as a 
whole.    
Upon first observation of the material it was noted that cell sizes varied in the sample.  
Cell size variation in some places was homogeneous and others contained larger pockets or 
sections of large or small cells grouped together.  Flattening and deformation can be clearly 








Figure 31:  EPLA foam before impact 
 
 













Figure 35: EPLA foam after fourth drop.  
 
 




 APPENDIX E 
















Table 24:  Summary of 3.5”x 3.5” sample thicknesses and energy level tested. 
2.8 lb/ft3 
Cushion curve data for 2.8lb/ft^3 
PLA foam conditioned at - 25°C 
Cushion curve data for 2.8lb/ft^3 
PLA foam conditioned at 
40ºC(104ºF) and a relative 
humidity of  90% 
Cushion curve data for 2.8lb/ft^3 
PLA foam conditioned at 
40ºC(104ºF) and a relative 
















IA 25.00 1.875 T90A 25.00 1.000 TT15a 25.00 1.000 
IB 25.00 2.760 T90B 25.00 1.000 T15B 25.00 1.000 
IC 25.00 2.760 T90C 25.00 1.875 TT15c 25.00 1.875 
ID 25.00 1.000 T90D 25.00 1.875 TT15d 25.00 1.875 
IE 25.00 1.000 T90E 25.00 2.690 T15E 25.00 2.760 
IF 37.00 2.760 T90F 37.00 1.000 T15F 37.00 1.000 
IG 37.00 2.760 T90G 37.00 1.875 T15G 37.00 1.875 
IH 37.00 1.000 T90H 37.00 1.875 T15H 37.00 1.875 
II 37.00 1.000 T90I 37.00 2.688 T15I 37.00 2.760 
IJ 37.00 1.875 T90J 37.00 2.688 T15J 37.00 2.760 
IK 49.00 2.760 T90K 49.00 1.875 T15K 49.00 1.875 
IL 49.00 1.000 T90L 49.00 1.875 T15L 49.00 1.875 
IM 49.00 1.000 T90M 49.00 2.688 T15M 49.00 2.760 
IN 49.00 1.875 T90N 49.00 2.688 T15N 49.00 2.760 










Table 25:  Summary of 3.5”x 3.5” sample thicknesses and energy level tested. 
2.8 lb/ft3 
Cushion curve data for 2.8lb/ft^3 
PLA foam conditioned at 
40ºC(104ºF) and a relative 
humidity of  19% 
Cushion curve data for 2.8lb/ft^3 
PLA foam conditioned at 
23ºC(73ºF) and a relative 
humidity of  90% 
Cushion curve data for 2.8lb/ft^3 
PLA foam conditioned at 
23ºC(73ºF) and a relative 














T50A 25.00 1.875 S90A 25.00 1.000 S50A 25.00 2.760 
T50B 25.00 2.760 S90B 25.00 1.000 S50B 25.00 2.760 
T50C 25.00 2.760 S90k 25.00 1.875 S50C 25.00 1.000 
T50D 25.00 1.000 S90D 25.00 1.875 S50D 25.00 1.000 
T50E 25.00 1.000 S90E 25.00 2.760 S50E 25.00 1.875 
T50F 37.00 2.760 S90F 37.00 1.000 S50F 37.00 2.760 
T50G 37.00 2.760 S90G 37.00 1.875 S50G 37.00 1.000 
T50H 37.00 1.000 S90H 37.00 1.875 S50H 37.00 1.000 
T50I 37.00 1.000 S90I 37.00 2.760 S50I 37.00 1.875 
T50J 37.00 1.875 S90J 37.00 2.760 S50J 37.00 1.875 
T50K 49.00 2.760 S90c 49.00 1.875 S50K 49.00 1.000 
T50L 49.00 1.000 S90L 49.00 1.875 S50L 49.00 1.000 
T50M 49.00 1.000 S90M 49.00 2.760 S50M 49.00 1.875 
T50N 49.00 1.875 S90N 49.00 2.760 S50N 49.00 1.875 









Table 26:  Summary of 3.5”x 3.5” sample thicknesses and energy level tested. 
 
3.7lb/ft3 
Cushion curve data for 
3.7lb/ft^3 PLA foam 
conditioned at 25°C 
Cushion curve data for 3.7lb/ft^3 PLA 
foam conditioned at 40ºC(104®F) 
and a relative humidity of  90% 
Cushion curve data for 
3.7lb/ft^3 PLA foam conditioned 
at 40ºC(104ºF) and a relative 







Energy inches Sample 
Expected 
Energy inches 
IA 25.00 1.875 T90A 25.00 1.000 T15A 25.00 1.000 
IB 25.00 2.760 T90B 25.00 1.000 T15B 25.00 1.000 
IC 25.00 2.760 T90C 25.00 1.875 T15C 25.00 1.875 
ID 25.00 1.000 T90D 25.00 1.875 T15D 25.00 1.875 
IE 25.00 1.000 T90E 25.00 2.690 T15E 25.00 2.760 
IF 37.00 2.760 T90F 37.00 1.000 T15F 37.00 1.000 
IG 37.00 2.760 T90G 37.00 1.875 T15G 37.00 1.875 
IH 37.00 1.000 T90H 37.00 1.875 T15H 37.00 1.875 
II 37.00 1.000 T90I 37.00 2.688 T15I 37.00 2.760 
IJ 37.00 1.875 T90J 37.00 2.688 T15J 37.00 2.760 
IK 49.00 2.760 T90K 49.00 1.875 T15K 49.00 1.875 
IL 49.00 1.000 T90L 49.00 1.875 T15L 49.00 1.875 
IM 49.00 1.000 T90M 49.00 2.688 T15M 49.00 2.760 
IN 49.00 1.875 T90N 49.00 2.688 T15N 49.00 2.760 











Table 27:  Summary of 3.5”x 3.5” sample thicknesses and energy level tested. 
3.7lb/ft3 
Cushion curve data for 3.7lb/ft^3 
PLA foam conditioned at 
40ºC(104ºF) and a relative 
humidity of  19% 
Cushion curve data for 3.7lb/ft^3 
PLA foam conditioned at 
23ºC(73ºF) and a relative 
humidity of  90% 
Cushion curve data for 3.7lb/ft^3 
PLA foam conditioned at 
23ºC(73ºF) and a relative 
humidity of  50% 
Sample 
Expected 
Energy inches Sample 
Expected 
Energy inches Sample 
Expected 
Energy inches 
HT50A 25.00 1.875 S90A 25.00 1.000 S50A 25.00 2.760 
HT50B 25.00 2.760 S90B 25.00 1.000 S50B 25.00 2.760 
HT50C 25.00 2.760 S90k 25.00 1.875 S50C 25.00 1.000 
HT50D 25.00 1.000 S90D 25.00 1.875 S50D 25.00 1.000 
HT50E 25.00 1.000 S90E 25.00 2.760 S50E 25.00 1.875 
HT50F 37.00 2.760 S90F 37.00 1.000 S50F 37.00 2.760 
HT50G 37.00 2.760 S90G 37.00 1.875 S50G 37.00 1.000 
HT50H 37.00 1.000 S90H 37.00 1.875 S50H 37.00 1.000 
HT50I 37.00 1.000 S90I 37.00 2.760 S50I 37.00 1.875 
HT50J 37.00 1.875 S90J 37.00 2.760 S50J 37.00 1.875 
HT50K 49.00 2.760 S90c 49.00 1.875 S50K 49.00 1.000 
HHT50L 49.00 1.000 S90L 49.00 1.875 S50L 49.00 1.000 
HHT50M 49.00 1.000 S90M 49.00 2.760 S50M 49.00 1.875 
HT50N 49.00 1.875 S90N 49.00 2.760 S50N 49.00 1.875 
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